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Inquiry Secretary re University of Tasmania

Dear Ms Mannering

Please bring my comments to the attention of the enquiry

As a former lecturer ( Associate Professor) I am glad to have this opportunity to
register my concerns about the university where I taught for 35 years. I
completed my graduate and post graduate education in England but have taught
in Ireland, Canada and the USA and prior to my appointment at the University of
Tasmania taught at the University of East Anglia.

I retired 15 years ago and a subsidiary reason for my early retirement was the
way the university was being governed , even then!
The signs I noted were small but significant. We began to receive documents and
demands from “ the centre”. My enquiry as to what was “the centre” that was
asking for these was this was the administrative centre. 
It soon became clear that “the centre” was abrogating more power to itself at the
expense of the Senate. In many ways this was unsurprising as fees became a key
aspect of the university. Funding and budgeting became more and more
centralised and having to be done on tighter time frames as the federal
government often delayed budget decisions so late in the year that only rapid
centralised decision making could cope.
Unfortunately a consequence was that decisions became more and more made on
budgetary rather than academic criteria. A classic example, if you will excuse
the pun, was the department of classics was to be closed and business studies
expanded. This was averted but was a sign of the times.
In short administration became, to use a phrase from the British civil service, “
on top rather than in tap”. The vice chancellor’s selected cabinet was deciding,
often faced by real budget shortfalls, what should be taught and how it should be
taught rather than decisions being taken by academic colleagues.
From talking to former colleagues I believe the situation has worsened and
several major academics have taken early retirement packages to escape the
strain the present system puts on their academic integrity.

I realise I am no longer closely involved with the university but hope my
reflections and recollections of how we got here may help.

I hope the present vice chancellor can find a way forward in these straitened
times, which are none of his fault but a function of budgetary decisions made in
Canberra, and that way may be more collegial than in the past.
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Gary  Easthope  BA,MA (Leeds) PhD ( Exeter)


